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ABSTRACT

Phase 3 of the international CHEMVAL exercise has made it possible to devise verification tests
for models coupling geochemistry and transport.

The STELE model, built at the Centre d'Informatique Géologique, is a two-step coupled model,
solving the geochcmical and transport equations in two stages.

The solution of two of the exercises from phase 3 of CHEMVAL is presented. One has an-
analytical solution which compares satisfactorily with the results of the calculation by STELE. The
other raises numerical problems typical of a two-step algorithm.

In its present state the STELE model is nevertheless a calculation tool well suited to systems
with weak gcochemical contrasts. Future development of STELE should mainly focus on the nu-.
merical aspects in order to extend the applicability of the model.

RESUME

La phase 3 de l'exercice international CHEMVAL a permis de concevoir des tests de vérification
des modèles couplés géochimie-transport.

Le modèle couplé STELE, construit au Centre d-'Informatique Géologique, est un modèle couplé
à deux pas, résolvant en deux étapes les équations de la géochimie et du transport.

La résolution de deux des exercices de la phase 3 de CHEMVAL est présentée. L'un possède
une solution analytique dont la comparaison avec les résultats du calcul par STELE est satisfaisante.
Le second soulève des difficultés numériques propres à l'algorithme à deux pas.

En l'état actuel, le modèle STELE reste cependant un outil de calcul bien adapté à des confi-
gurations présentant de faibles contrastes géochimiques. Le développement futur du modèle STELE
devra principalement porter sur des aspects numériques pour étendre ses possibilités d'application.



PRESENTATION.

When studying te safety of waste disposal facilities or analysing the movements of pollutants,
one re-ularIv makes use of numerical transport models in order to simulate the migration of dissolved
contaminants i te geosphere.

Classical models such as the finite element model MEM (I] solve the dispersion equation 2 in
which a great number of mechanisms can be icluded, e.g. interaction with the matrix (Kd model),
chain or radioactive decay. matrix diffusion or various source terms.

The Kd concept is a simple means of taking into account phenomena that delay the migration,
e.g. adsorption or desorptio. phenomena. or geochemical transfers (precipitation, dissolution, etc.).
I'lifortunateiv. 665 ethod is not eas t use becapse te d value does not only depend on the
contaminant concerned but t a rea etent o characteristics of te terrain wich may sometimes
be totali), unknown.

A few Years ao modellers started to design more deterministic tools that would take into account
the chemical nd -ochernical mechanisms as such. Tese models are called 'coupled models"
because they solve in tandem the dispersion equation ad I Lomogeneous or heterogeneous chemical
reactions.

The STELE model 3 has been developed at te Centre d'Informatique G601ogique for more
tha tree Years. Like all tools of this type it is still at verification and development stage.

The aim of te European CHEM EAL project as been to verify and to validate speciation and 
coupled models as well as to assemble a thermodynamic database that might serve as a general
reference. Phase 3 of tis programme consisted of exercises aimed at verifying coupled models. This
study, which concern., the use of the STELE code, was commissioned by te Institut de Protection
et de Sfireti NucIdaire of Commissariat i FEnergie Atomique.

THE STELE COUPLED CODE.

The STELE model makes it possible to solve the equations governing the transport through a
medium with variable temperature of several chemical species involved in thermodynamic equilibria
either inside te fluid pase or with solids or gases.

The general architecture is the same as that of the METrS model., the main improvement being
the addition of a speciation module, CHLUERE 4 The latter is a model of the same type as
.A.fINEQL 1) based on te method of chemical components 6.

ror each component Bi of the system te dispersion equation for the global balance is solved

ffotBiDgrad(TotBi - (TotBi]O) +,E4i = (1)di v at

The term is a source term which accounts for te transfers between the aqueous phase and the
solid or gaseous phases tat may be present in the tystem.

The method used by STELEis said to be a 'two-step" solution. In the first step, the speciation
is calculated at each node in order to deduce the ti's of the evolution of the defined heterogeneous
equilibria. In te second step, the equation (1) is solved for each transported component in te
system. The whole process is summarized in figure .
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Figure 1. Diagramme of te principle of the calculation algorithm in STELE.

"TWO-STEP" AND "ONE-STEP" MODELS.

Another way of solving the coupled geochemical and transport equations is the "one-step"
algorithm. Here, te equilibrium equations, expressed as functions of the components in the system,
are included in equation 1. All the transport equations must be solved together which makes the
process numericall uwieldy. This unwieldiness partly explains wy such codes are very often
limited to one-dimensional representations. (HEMTREAcode, C11EAITARD code, etc.)

This agorithm is, owever, more rifforous tan that of STELE. In fact, in the "two-step'
algorithm, although the system is at equilibrium before the transport hase, this is not necessarily
true afterwards. Therefore, a calibration loop is, in teory, necessary (dotted line in figure 1). The
lack of this loop i STELE makes it necessary to coose a sufficiently small time step.

It is clear tat both methods have advantages ad disadvantages. The practical examples that
follow, taken from pase 3 of CHEA,111AL, will illustrate both aspects in the case of the STELE
model.

VERIFICATION OF THE STELE CODE ON AN ANALYTICAL GEOCHEMISTRY-
TRANSPORT SOLUTION.

Introduction.

In the course of the verification of a mathematical model the confrontation with a problem
that has a analytical solution is a valuable means of testing te coherence of the equations and
the numerical processes used to solve tem. In real cases the complexity of the geochernical and
transport penomena ivolved precludes the use of an analytical approach. -

The aim of te verification exercises is not to define a real context but to test the main functions
of the model on (coupled) systems that may be entirely fictitious. This is the case of the following
exercise.
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Analytical formulation of the problem.

This analytical case was put together by the 'French team' in the CHEM VAL group (BRGM,
CEA/IPSN, CEA/ANDRA and Ecole des Mines) and concerns a point injection of a. mass dA of
soda (A'aOH) into an aquifer where te rock material is pure silica iO,). The flow in the aquifer
is uniform along te x axis.

The species figuring in this cse are

aqueous pase fl,0,11+,OH-,Na+,H45704,113SZ'04
solid phase 5102 (as chalcedony

The cemical equilibria are represented b te following equations

equilibrium with chalcedony Sio-'(S + 2HO 114SiO4 K = H4SI04)

(H+)(H3SiO-)
first acidity of he silicic acid H4 SiO4 JI3SiO4 + H KI iOo 4

W4 4

I.onic product of the water H�O H + OH- K = H+)(OH-)

These three equations are combined with te electroneutrality equation of the system

(Na+) + 11+ = (H3504 +

Now we make sure that the concentrations of all te cemical species in the system are expressed as
functions of the sin-le concentration (C) of lVa+, in particular that of H+

(H+) C + V�7 -�+4 K, �+K
2

The concentration C a function of the time ad space coordinates, is that of te perfect tracer since
(1\'a+) is not involved in any of the chemical equilibria. Te analytical solution of the transport of
.A'a+ is 7)

one-dimensional case infinite in x C(Z, t) dAlle exp(_ X - U/Ct
�/I -7D L t V44 r DL t

dAI (X - lct), Y2
two-dimensional case infinite in x and y C( I Y, = exp 7, t-4 rt 7rL DT 4DLt 4LT

The pH of the system is therefore known explicitly at each point in space and as a function of
time.

Results.

The parameters of te simulation are listed in table 1.

parameter value parameter value

U 0.1 m/day DL 0.5 rn2/day
DT 0.1 M2 /day C 0.1

dM 10-2 Ml/M p K. 13.998 Table 1. Parameters of chemistry and
p 9.77 pK, 3.554 transport used in te simulations.
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Figures I and 2 reproduce the results of the calculations with te STELE model. Note that the
agreement between the simulation and the analytical model is excellent. The calculation was also
made in two dimensions. The analytical distribution of the pH (figure 3 and the calculated one
(figure 4 have very similar sapes although with slight local divergencies due to the influence of the
grid edge.

.Ok
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Figure 1.0ne-dimensional case pH at 150 m a s Figure 2.0ne-diniensional case pH at 150 days
a function of time (solid line analytical, squares as a function of x (solid line analytical, squares
STELE). STELE).

The time needed for the calculations on te CIG mini-computer Bull DPX 500 is

- one-dimensional case minutes (110 meshes, 222 nodes)

- two-dimensional case 34 minutes 1376 mashes, 2452 nodes).
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Figure &Two-dimensional case pH at 150 days (analytical) (- 1.0 < z < 400 - 0 < y < 00).

Thus te STELE model is verified on this analytical solution in which the "two-step" algorithm
has worked properly. The equilibrium with iO2 was successfully obtained because the transport

of this component was not calculated. In certain cases the construction of the STELE algorithm

as well as te special features of te problem concerned and of te method of components make

it necessary to calculate the transport of species at equilibrium. Tis is where numerical problems
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may crop up as a consequence of big differences in composition on either side of a dissolution or
precipitation front as will be shown in the following case.
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Fi-ure 4.Two-dimensional case pH at 150 days (STELE code) 10 < < 400 - 0 < y < 100).

USE OF THE STELE CODE TO SIMULATE A CEMENT DISSOLUTION PROCESS.

The object of interest here is a cement mineralogically represented by portlandite (Ca(OH)2)
only. At the beginning of time, groundwater at equilibrium with calcite is made to percolate through
it. The geochemical processes taken into account are te dissolution of the portlandite and the
complexation in the aqueous phase. The precipitation of the calcite is disregarded. The composition
of the waters is detailed in table 2.

Cemerlt Water Clay Groundwater

Ca 2.01 10-' 5.5 10-3
Na 8.01 1 0 -3 8.0 10-3

C03 1.0110-10 4.5 10 - 3

C1 4.4 10-' 1.0 lo-,
pH 12.5 7.5 Table 2 Composition of the cement and ground-

water (total concentrations in mol/1).

The system, outlined in figure 5, is one-dimensional.

10 m

Zone of Cement
Clay water

Groundwater Portlandite Equilibrium / Portlandite
(1 cm/yearI dissolution constant

concentrations

Figure 5. Diagramme of the cement-dissolution problem' 

In this problem we have studied the concentrations of the species containing calcium and car-
bonate which vary a great deal Idepending on te differences in pH and alkalinity between the two
types of water.
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The steep dissolution front of the portlandite a mineral wich, in addition, is numerically
very sensitive to the pH value, makes it difficult to use to advantage the "two-step" procedure of
the STELE model. The source-term 1i relative to the portlandite is too large to be handled in a
numerically satisfactory manner if one chooses time steps of such a length as to make it possible to
complete the calculation within a reasonable period of time.

Figures 6 and 7 show an example of numerical anomalies caused by this problem. The observed
tendency at the beginning of the Ca +2 graph agrees with the one calculated by the direct model
CHEkITARD. There re, however, oscillations due to the fact that it was necessary to choose a large
enough discretisation in space, and thus in time, to make the calculation feasible.

In fact, thi 's zone at the beginning is the one that warrants the use of a coupled model whereas
the remainder of the curve is a classical dispersive solution with weak source terms. The same type
of incident appears on the graph of CaHCO3

These results demonstrate the shortcomings of the "two-step" algorithm as compared to direct
models. It is the very notion of an explicit source term (calculated before the transport equations
are solved) that must be questioned because of the numerical instabilities arising from the too large

N stele

C. O. stele
Ir.

OM
0 E
E chomtard
E

chomtard
0 2 3 4

() 3 4 X (M)

Figure 6.Cement dissolution Ca +2 profile at. Figure .Cement dissolution CaHC03 profile at
t = I 0 years t = 100 years

CONCLUSION.

At its present stage of development the coupled model STELE can be said to be suitable for the
solution of coupled problems that are fairly simple or where the differences in chemical composition
are fairly small. Moreover, the calculations are relatively fast.

However, cases where such differences are greater or generally, those where one of the features,
either the transport or the geochemistry, is not dominant give rise to numerical problems. These
problems can only be solved by reviewing the whole question of the numerical solution of coupled
problems.

The STELE code has other limitations of which the main one is the concept of components
forcing the user to attribute the same transport characteristics to a whole family of chemical species
which might be totally wrong for some systems.

The "two-step' procedure does, however, offer a great deal of flexibility which makes models
such as STELE easy to adapt to the solution of problems in two or even three dimensions with
complex geochemical effects, e.g. ion exchange [8) and adsorption on metallic oxides. The use of



this tool in the natural analogue progrzmme 91 has shown its potential in field studies. It would
appear therefore tat efforts to improve the model should mainly be concentrated on the numerical
aspects.

TABLE OF NOTATIONS.

Bi chemical components
C tracer concentration [MI[L)
dAf injected mass of tracer M]
DL longitudinal dispersivity []2 [T]-'
DT transverse dispersivity [J2 [T]-1

D . dispersivity tensor [L]2[T)-'
E kinematic porosity
Kd water-matrix partition coefficient J3[M]-1
Tot total concentration of a component
U Darcy's velocity [L] T]-1
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